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maintain a stable career work force, not to meet peak-load demands of large-scale research and development projects.  Hence, OYP was initially staffed by career employees transferred from other DOL programs, and Taggart's requests for additional staff were met with the reply that OYP's needs had been met„
Another explanation is that the DOL budget office and OMB deliberately used staffing äs a way of showing their disapproval of Taggart's abrasive, autonomous, highly political style of management and the lack of methodological clarity in the knowledge development design. One executive branch budget analyst said, "That's how a number of actors within DOL and OMB got at Taggart.  None of us could effec-tively control his financial resources, but we could [control] his employment resources. Both the department and OMB gave his requests each year for raore staff very short shrift—even though it was manifestly clear he was way understaffed." Furthermore, the analyst argued, "Taggart never submitted a clear, workload-based research design that we could use to evaluate his requests."
OMB's formal position on Taggart's requests was that knowledge development should be staffed by OPER, and that OYP staff should focus on program operations.  Behind this formal position, though, was a strong distaste for Taggart's unabashed empire building, which was shared by DOL budget staff.  A budget analyst observed, "Note that when [Tim] Barnicle [Taggart's successor äs head of OYP] took over he immediately got an OYP [personnel] increase—that's because he knew how to play ball. . . .  There are many weapons in bureaucratic warfare." Whatever the explanation, OYP's staff was a serious, some would say fatal, constraint on its ability to mount the knowledge development effort.
These constraints, coupled with the congressional Charge to forge federal interagency connections and to rely on community-based organizations, quickly led Taggart to "management by remote control" or "indirect management" of the knowledge development effort (see Salamon, 1981).  In Taggart's words, "It takes äs much time to process a $5 million contract äs it does a $100,000 contract." Given a choice between managing thousands of contracts in the hundreds of thousands of dollars or dozens of multi-million dollar contracts, there was no contest in Taggart's mind.  The basic plan was to get the money out of OYP äs quickly äs possible in a series of large chunks; to use existing organizations, or to create new ones, outside OYP/DOL to manage discrete pieces of the knowledge develop effort; and to create capacity, also outside OYP, to monitor, assist, and manage relationships among the pieces.
In its basic form, this organizational scheme was not unlike the modern corporate conglomerate.  It was a collection of free-standing enterprises, each with one or more "product lines," each with its own set of projects, clients, and Outputs, held together by contractual relations with the center.  The function of the center was not to manage projects, clients, and Outputs, but to see that the constituent enterprises were following through on their contractual Obligation to manage those things themselves.

